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Who am I

Just another programmer who wishes everything was in Lisp.

Currently Bioinformatics Programmer, Computational Genomics Lab, UCSC 
Genomics Institute under David Haussler.

Previously:
Data Center Operations Prediction for a government contractor.

Network Science Based Social Analytics Application at the Naval Postgraduate School Center for Homeland Defense and 
Security.

Medical Physics Systems Design/Integration for Proton Computed Tomography at the Santa Cruz Institute for Particle Physics.

DoD/NIST Standards Development for Smart Cards at the Defense Manpower Data Center Common Access Card Test Lab.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/david4096/

https://www.linkedin.com/in/david4096/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/david4096/


Working with the Genomics Institute

The Computational Genomics Lab at UCSC,
with OHSU, Caltech, EBI, the Swiss Bioinformatics
Institute and others have been rapidly adding 
new APIs (0.6.0).

Variant Annotation
Biosample
RNA Quantification
Sequence Annotation

0.5.0 had only reads and variants.

http://genomicsandhealth.org/
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HTTP API For Genomics Data
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Genomics API Methods Examples

List the bases of a reference genome using position.

Find reads overlapping a region in a ReadGroupSet.

Find variants in a VariantSet similar to tabix fetch of a range.

Find features by gene symbol and/or position.

Find RNA quantifications for a given sample/transcript.



RNA API Client Notebook Example

Jupyter Notebooks contain code and 
documentation side by side.

By using the GA4GH HTTP Client no 
genomics files were used in the analysis 
of this RNA.

https://github.com/BD2KGenomics/
bioapi-examples/blob/master/pytho
n_notebooks/1kg_rna_analysis_ex
ample.ipynb



Less Code to Write

One API that can access data in multiple repositories allows one to create portable 
and automated analysis and discovery.

The NRE are lower as programs developed against a single (actively developed) 
API can be better tested and reused.

Clients can be written in any language. If you can post a JSON document over 
HTTP, you have a platform from which to do Genomics.



The Problem with Services

Services that are optimized for easy use and interpretability are slow as they 
include some semantic context. You often get more data than you need.

As a consumer of services, the data behind the service can change.

Methods need to be simplistic to keep implementations tractable.



Matchmaker API

Create a query to find similar cases (by candidate genes and other phenotypes).

Genes Involved
Diseases
Phenotypes

https://github.com/ga4gh/mme-apis

mygene

sanger

broad

monarch

http://www.matchmakerexchange.org/

Get a list of 
ranked 
matched case 
results



Beacon API

An simple oracle that tells whether a sequence has been observed.

https://www.elixir-europe.org/news/
elixir-and-ga4gh-beacon-team-adva
nce-genomic-data-sharing

https://github.com/ga4gh/beacon-te
am

Beacon

Have you seen 
this allele?

Chr1:1000 A>G
Yes

No

Can’t say



Genomics Network

http://ga4gh-schemas.readthedocs.i
o/en/latest/api/network.html

A decentralized network of 
discoverable services

Creates no single point of failure



Dockstore.org

A docker registry for sharing bioinformatics pipelines modules.

Docker containers allow for portability.

Using CWL, Docker containers can be chained.

https://dockstore.org/search-contain
ers



Task Execution Schemas

An HTTP API to facilitate the operation of 
pipelines via an HTTP API.

“Mount this volume for this job then execute 
this container in it putting results here.”

“Cancel the job started here.”

https://github.com/ga4gh/task-exec
ution-schemas

{
    "name" : "TestMD5",
    "projectId" : "MyProject",
    "description" : "My Desc",
    "inputs" : [
        {
            "name" : "infile",
            "description" : 
"File to be MD5ed",
            "location" : 
"s3://my-bucket/input_file",
            "path" : 
"/tmp/test_file"
        }
    ],
    "outputs" : [
        {
            "location" : 
"s3://my-bucket/output_file",
            "path" : 
"/tmp/test_out"
        }
    ],
    "resources" : {
        "volumes" : [{
            "name" : 
"test_disk",
            "sizeGb" : 5,
            "mountPoint" : 
"/tmp"
        }]
    },
    "docker" : [
        {
            "imageName" : 
"ubuntu",
            "cmd" : ["md5sum", 
"/tmp/test_file"],
            "stdout" : 
"/tmp/test_out"
        }
    ]
}

Example Job:



Analysis at the site

In some cases, transfer is completely intractable.

Using a metadata index of the Genomics API, one can identify where to send a 
docker container.

By sending the computation to the site the requester can just get back the results.

For example, one might know about Reads in a store, but simply want VCF back.

https://dockstore.org/search-contain
ers



Cancer Gene Trust

ucsc

ucsf

ucsc

IPFS

cgtd

Stewards make submissions
That get pinned in the IPFS



Putting it all together

For institutions which implement the full GA4GH stack, a very powerful set of 
features are unlocked.

1) Discover whether a site stores sequence relevant to an inquiry.
2) Drill down into the alignment to get pileup detail.
3) Send a docker container to the site that performs analysis.
4) Retrieve results according to the job sent.
5) Optional: Stand up result in a local Genomics API instance.



CWL is not a GA4GH Work Product!

But it sure is useful!

https://github.com/ga4gh/workflow-execution-schemas/issues/7



Toil - How UCSC Uses CWL

A scalable, efficient, cross-platform pipeline management system written entirely in 
Python and designed around the principles of functional programming.

Pythonic
Easily mastered, the Python user API for defining and running workflows is built on one core class. Also, everything is open source 
under the Apache License.

Robust
Toil workflows support arbitrary worker and leader failure, with strong check-pointing that always allows resumption.

Efficient
Caching, fine grained, per task, resource requirement specifications, and support for the AWS spot market mean workflows can be 
executed with little waste.

http://toil.ucsc-cgl.org/



Treehouse Case Study

RNA Quantification for tumor normal samples using UCSC RNASeq Docker 
Container.

Add outlier analysis, KEGG pathways, and similar cases to a Jupyter Notebook.

The notebook is brought to the tumor board to provide all available evidence.

Notebooks are code, data, and documentation in a single format (not human 
readable).



Charts are 
code and code 

are charts



Docker + CWL Solve 95% of the problems

The standing issue becomes writing a translator from the Task Execution Schemas 
to and from the BCO.

These JSON are designed to be used to run jobs and by definition contain 
everything needed to run within the GA4GH environment.

They do not include the analysis, diagnostic proposition, or outcomes.

BCOs will be useful for specifying all the metadata needed to track provenance in 
the Genomics API.



Problems for BCO Representation

Getting data from external Drug Gene Interaction databases implies mutability.

Solution: log the request of the returned DGIDB response in the Notebook.

Each new sample changes the nature of the analysis.

Send each sample to FDA so they can replicate (no way).

Enforce that all data are represented by services and that the result is logged.

Capture network packets during a pipeline run for replay?
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Other Open Problems

How does the GA4GH encourage others to implement to its standard?

What work products will bring GA4GH methods into the clinic?

How do FHIR and GA4GH fill different layers of the stack?

How do we make handoff of the different API levels clear?

What mechanisms can we provide for “total provenance” when assembling 
metadata?



What are the schemas?

Protocol Buffers is a message 
serialization/deserialization framework for making 
platform agnostic ‘types’. 

It allows us to define binary and JSON in many 
languages using a single IDL.

From ga4gh.schemas import protocol
my_variant = protocol.Variant(
    reference_name="1",
    start=1832,
    end=1833,
    reference_bases="A",
    alternate_bases=["C"])
protocol.toJson(my_variant)

// A `Variant` represents a change in 
DNA sequence relative to some 
reference.
// For example, a variant could 
represent a SNP or an insertion.
// Variants belong to a `VariantSet`.
// This is equivalent to a row in VCF.
message Variant {
  // The variant ID.
  string id = 1;

  // The ID of the `VariantSet` this 
variant belongs to. This transitively
  // defines
  // the `ReferenceSet` against which 
the `Variant` is to be interpreted.
  string variant_set_id = 2;

  // Names for the variant, for 
example a RefSNP ID.
  repeated string names = 3;

  // The date this variant was created 
in milliseconds from the epoch.
  int64 created = 4;

  // The time at which this variant 
was last updated in
  // milliseconds from the epoch.
  int64 updated = 5;

  // The reference on which this 
variant occurs.
  // (e.g. `chr20` or `X`)
  string reference_name = 6;

https://github.com/ga4gh/ga4gh-schemas

